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09.00 - 10.15 PLENARY SESSION

09.00 Sluijter, F. Opening Ceremony

09.30 RL01 Keilhacker, M.High performance DT divertor experiment in JET•@ 3

10.15 - 10.45 COFFEE SERVED

10.45 - 12.00 PLENARY SESSION

10.45 TL01 Garabedian, P.R.New ideas in stellarators with toroidal current or tokamaks with helical component•@4

11.15 RL02 Gruber, O.Divertor tokamak operation at high density in ASDEX-Upgrade•@5

12.00 LUNCH

13.00 - 16.00 POSTER SESSION P1 (134 Posters)

13.00 - 14.20 ORAL SESSION

13.00 Or01 Lingertat, J.The ELM operational window and power depostion in JET•@24

13.20 Or02 Hender, T.C.Identification of outer modes in JET•@ 16

13.40 Or03 Horton, L.D.Overview of JET Mark IIA divertor performance in ITER-relevant modes of operation•@25

14.00 Or04 Buttery, RJ.Error field mode thresholds, harmonics and scaling studies on JET and COMPASS-D and implications for ITER•@75

14.30 - 15.50 ORAL SESSION

14.30 Or05 Peysson, Y.Fast electron bremsstrahlung tomography on Tore Supra•@ 66

14.50 Or06 Pijper, F.Current density profiles measured with multi-position tangential Thomson scattering•@187

15.10 Or07 Den Hartog, D.Fast flow phenomena in the MST reversed-field pinch •@ 101

15.30 Or08 Martini, S.Analysis of hydrogen pellet injection experiments in RFX•@ 88

16.00 - 16.30 COFFEE SERVED

16.30 - 18.00 PLENARY SESSION

16.30 TL02 Weisen, H.Effect of plasma shape on confinement and MHD behaviour in TCVL and H-mode discharges•@6

17.00 TL03 Klinger, T.Turbulence and chaos studies in low beta plasmas•@ 7

17.30 TL04 Putvinski, S.Halo-current and disruption prevention in ITER•@ 8

18.00•@ END OF SESSION
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Paper No:•@ Title•@ Presenting Author•@ Page

P1.001 Discharge optimization and the control of MHD modesNave, M.F.F.•@ 9

P1.002 Impurity equilibrium in JET plasmasRomanelli, M.•@ 10

P1.003 A comparison of soft X-ray activity in high performance JET dischargesAlper, B.•@ 11

P1.004 An interpretive/predictive study of the JET Mark II divertors for ELMy H-modes in JETSimonini, R.•@ 12

P1.005 Power step-down experiments in the JET MkII divertor configurationMarcus, F.B.•@ 13

P1.006 MHD stability analysis of shear optimised discharges in JETHuysmans, G.T.A.•@ 14 

P1.007 Modelling of Alfven eigenmodes in high performance discharges on JETKerner, W. •@ 15

P1.008 Identification of outer modes in JETHender,T.C.•@ 16

P1.009 JET discharges with low geodesic curvature Crisanti, F. 17 

P1.010 Modelling neutral particle analyzer measurements of high energy fusion alpha-particle distributions in JETMcClements, K.G.•@18

P1.011 The influence of fast ions on the MHD stability of negative shear profilesMcClements, K.G.•@ 19

P1.012 Experiments on plasma fuelling and ELM control by pellet injection on JETKupschus, P.•@ 20

P1.013 Steady state H-modes at high plasma density in JETSaibene, G.•@ 21

P1.014 Impurity transport studies for JET hot-ion H-mode and shear-optimised dischargesGiannella, R.•@ 22

P1.015 Studies of impurity production in the JET divertorsMcCracken,  G.M.•@ 23

P1.016 The ELM operational window and power deposition in JETLingertat, J.•@ 24

P1.017 Overview of JET Mark IIA divertor performance in ITER-relevant modes of operationHorton, L.D.•@ 25

P1.018 Plasma-edge gradients and transport barrier widths in L- and H-mode JET plasmasBreger, P.•@ 26

P1.019 Confinement and performance of high current steady state ELMy H-modes with the JET MarkII divertorSartori, R.•@ 27

P1.020 A comparison of ELMS characteristics between ICRH and NBI heated H-mode discharges in JETBhatnagar, V.P.•@28

P1.021 Modelling of JET optimised shear dischargesCottrell, G.A.•@ 29



P1.022 High fusion performance with combined heating in ELM-free H-mode in JETRimini, F.G.•@ 30

P1.023 Similarity requirements for dimensionless parameter scalingChristiansen, J.P.•@ 31

P1.024 The role of edge parameters in the H-mode transition on JETRighi, E.•@ 32

P1.025 Operation at high performance in shear optimised plasmas in JETSips, A.C.C.•@ 33

P1.026 Statistical analysis of type I ELMs at JETMohanti, R.•@ 34

P1.027 Plasma response to edge cooling in JET and relation to plasma confinementMantica, P.•@ 35

P1.028 Turbulence studies in JET Plasma scrape-off layerGarcia-Cortes,I.•@ 36

P1.029 Radiation distribution and neutral particle loss in the JET MkI and MkII divertorsIngesson, L.C.•@ 37

P1.030 The effect of divertor closure on detachment in JETMonk, R.D.•@ 38

P1.031 Similarity of heat transport in the JET and C-MOD scrape-off layersErents, S.K.•@ 39

P1.032 Multi-fluid modelling with drift fluxes of magnetic fieldRadford, G.J. •@ 40

P1.033 Measurement of interaction of MeV energy protons with lower hybrid waves in JET.Testa, D. 41

P1.034 Analysis of a wide band matching system for ICRH of ELMY JET plasmasLamalle P.U. 42 

P1.035 Analysis of ICRF heating in JET at harmonics of the ion cyclon frequency Mantsinen, M. 43P1.036 

Bulk ion heating with ICRH on the ITER path to ignitionStart, D.F.H.•@ 44

P1.037 Plasma viewing in JET using endoscopes and a detailed design for ITERCoad, J.P.•@ 45

P1.038 Parallel electric resistivity in the Tore Supra tokamakBregeon, R.•@ 46

P1.039 Pellet fuelling efficiency as a function of the launching locationPegourie,B•@47

P1.040 Nonlinear evolution of ballooning modes in a tokamak plasma with stochastic field linesBeyer, P.•@ 48

P1.041 Plasma feedback control for stationary enhanced performance operation of Tore Supravan Houtte, D. 49 

P1.042 Contribution of electrostatic fluctuations to heat transport during L mode additional heating in Tore SupraDevynck, P. 50 

P1.043 Dimensional analysis of transport and turbulence in Tore Supra tokamakZou X.L.,•@ 51

P1.044 A model for improved confinement in PEP dischargesMaget, P. 52

P1.045 Predictive simulations of Tore Supra discharges in stationary and transient regimesErba, M. 53 

P1.046 Analysis of poloidal asymmetries of density fluctuations in Tore SupraFenzi C. 54

P1.047 Boundary temperature profile and core energy confinement in ergodic divertor configurationFeron, Samuel 55

P1.048 Investigation of particle transport in RF heated and ergodic divertor discharges on Tore Supra, using CXRSHess, W.R. 56

P1.049 Intermittent transport due to particle flux drive of SOL turbulence.Sarazin, Y.•@ 57

P1.050 Heat and particle deposition on the new neutralizer plates of the improved ergodic divertor in Tore SupraMeslin, B. 58

P1.051 Impurity penetration and recycling in ergodic divertor experiments in Tore SupraCherigier, L.•@ 59

P1.052 Experimental investigation and modeling of heat loads on limitersGuilhem, D. 60

P1.053 Particle balance in ergodic divertor experiments with auxiliary heating on Tore SupraLoarer, T. 61

P1.054 Plasma enhanced RF power deposition on ICRF antennas in TORE SUPRAGoulding, R.H.•@ 62

P1.055 High power lower hybrid wave coupling to ergodic divertor plasmasGoniche, M.•@ 63

P1.056 Competition between electron and ion damping in FWCD scenarios in the JET and Tore Supra experimentsNguyen, F. 64

P1.057 Full wave simulation of lower hybrid current drive in tokamaksPeysson, Y. 65

P1.058 Fast electron bremsstrahlung tomography on Tore SupraPeysson, Y. 66

P1.059 The new bolometric diagnostic on Tore SupraVallet, J.-C. 67

P1.060 Dual frequency O-mode heterodyne reflectometer on Tore SupraClairet, F. 68

P1.061 Ion heating and confinement in NBI heated START plasmasCarolan, P.G. 69

P1.062 Profile optimization and MHD-activity in high-ƒÀ NBH discharges on STARTGryaznevich, M.•@ 70

P1.063 The density and q limits in STARTRibeiro, C. 71

P1.064 Edge scalings on COMPASS-D and STARTCounsell, G.F.•@ 72

P1.065 Analysis of halo current results on COMPASS-D and STARTCastle, G.G.•@ 73



P1.066 Neoclassical islands on COMPASS-DGates, D.A.•@ 74

P1.067 Error field mode thresholds, harmonics and scaling studies on JET and COMPASS-D, and implications for ITERButtery, R.J. 75

P1.068 Energy confinement of high-ƒÀ plasmas on COMPASS-D with ECRHValovic, M.•@ 76

P1.069 Rotation and mode locking in COMPASS-D H-mode plasmasO'Connell, R.•@ 77

P1.070 Effects of electromagnetic turbulence on tokamak stability and transportThyagaraja, A.•@ 78

P1.071 ELMs and asymmetries at the COMPASS-D boundarySilva, C.G. 79

P1.072 Extensions to fluid models of tokamak edge plasma transportMaddison, G.P.•@ 80

P1.073 Ballooning instabilities, poloidal flow and the temperature pedestal at the tokamak edgeWilson, H.R. 81

P1.074 CT Fuelling of TdeV Raman, R.•@ 82

P1.075 Effect of divertor geometry and plasma density on helium enrichment on TdeV-96Pacher, G.W. 83 

P1.076 Measurement and simulation of the magnetized ion sheath thicknessGunn, J.P. 84

P1.077 Finite element modelling of plasma and impurity transport in the TdeV divertorMarchand, R. 85

P1.078 Suprathermal electron dynamics during LHCD experiments on TdeVCote,C.•@ 86

P1.079 Proposal of a quasi-optical grill operating at 3.7 GHz for TdeV tokamak.Preinhaelter, J.•@ 87

P1.080 Analysis of hydrogen pellet injection experiments in RFXMartini, S. 88

P1.081 Magnetic profiles behaviour, dynamo mechanisms and confinement in RFXMartini, S. 89

P1.082 Pulsed poloidal current drive experiments in RFXMartini, S. 90

P1.083 Toroidal and poloidai plasma rotation in the reversed field pinch RFX.Puiatti, M.E. 91

P1.084 Z
eff measurements on the reversed field pinch RFXScarin, P. 92

P1.085 Total radiation emissivity profiles reconstructed with tomographic techniques in RFXMartin, P. 93

P1.086 Dynamo and superthermal electrons in RFXMartin, P. 94

P1.087 Halo current measurements and their correlation with mode locking in RFXPeruzzo, S. 95

P1.088 Locked modes in the reversed-field pinch device TPE-1RM20Zollino, G. 96

P1.089 Superthermal electrons and magnetohydrodynamic fluctuations in TPE-1RM20Serianni, G. 97

P1.090 Effects of the shell proximity on the confinement properties in a reversed-field pinch device, TPE-1RM20Yagi, Y. 98

P1.091 Mode locking from an applied stationary error field in MSTCampostrini, P. 99

P1.092 First reflectometric measurements on a REP plasma with high density fluctuationsCavazzana, R. 100

P1.093 Fast flow phenomena in the MST reversed-field pinchDen Hartog, D.J. 101

P1.094 Improved confinement and beta in an REP with reduced turbulenceDen Hartog, D.J. 102

P1.095 Ion acceleration model in reversed field pinch experimentsPaccagnella, R. 103

P1.096 Two aspects of poloidal plasma current in various wave form of toroidal plasma current on ATRAS RFP experimentSaito, K. 104

P1.097 Roll of ƒ¿-particles in mirror based volumetric neutron source (FEF-‡U)

Mizuno, N. 105 P1 .098 Turbulent dynamo action in axisymmetric mirror trapsKabantsev, A.A.•@ 106

P1.099 High power neutral beam heating experiments in the gas dynamic trapAnikeev, A.V.107

P1.100 Computer simulation of Galathea trapDudnikova, G.I.•@ 108

P1.100 Ideal plasma traps 

Morozov, A.I. 109 P1.101 Modelling equilibrium magnetic fields with plasma flows in the SPHEX spheromak and tight-aspect-ratio tokamakWillett, D.M. 110

P1.102 VUV spectroscopic measurements of the impurity content and diffusion coefficient in the spheromak SPHEXCunningham, G.•@111

P1.103 The optimization and design of a small aspect-ratio tokamak-torsatron hybrid (EPEIUS)Wootton, A.J. 112

P1.104 The influence of mode coupling on the rotation and locking of tearing modesCoelho, R. 113

P1.105 Behaviour investigations of magnetic perturbations space structures during major disruptions in tokamak T-11MMirnov, S.V. 114



P1.106 On the peculiarities of L-H transition on the T-11M tokamakKovan, I.A. 115

P1.107 On the turbulent transport in tokamaksPavlenko, V.P. 116

P1.108 Current drive experiments on the spherical tokamak TSTToyama, H. 117

P1.109 Effect of induced toroidal rotation on poloidal rotation and ion heat conductivity of tokamak edge plasmasTsypin, V.S. 118

P1.110 Current drive by Alfven waves in elongated cross section tokamakTsypin, V.S. 119

P1.111 The generation of shear flow at a plasma edge in the finite gyro-radius guiding center approximationShoucri, M. 120

P1.112 Surface relaxation of highly excited molecules in the plasma edgeMalnev, V.N. 121

P1.113 Features of plasma edge turbulence in TBR tokamakCaldas, I.L. 122

P1.114 Alfven surface modes in a plasma with highly charged impuritiesVladimirov, S.V. 123

P1.115 The collision limits of collisionless bounce-resonance 
dissipation of waves in magnetized toroidal plasmas

Elfimov A.G. 124 P1.116 The influence of light impurity ions on Alfven wave  
dispersion and Alfven wave plasma heating  

Galvao,R.M.O. 125 P1.117 Plasma dynamics in box of unshielded fast wave antennaZasenko, V.I. 126 

P1.118 Nonlinear weighting scheme for Monte Carlo computation of the particle distribution function during RF heatingHeyn, M.F. 127

P1.119 Nonlinear conversion of angular and frequency spectra of radiation of the dipole antenna in magnetoactive plasmaKostrov, A. 128

P1.120 Selfconsistent treatment of energetic ions in LHCD simulationsSaveliev, A.N. 129

P1.121 A MW LHCD system and its first operation on HT-7 superconducting tokamakKuang, G.-U. 130

P1.122 Neutral beam penetration into non-Maxwellian plasmaKhudoleev, A.V. 131 

P1.123 Problem of passive charge-exchange alpha particle diagnosticsKhudoleev, A.V. 132

P1.123 Role of secondary processes in neutralization of fast protons during He•‹neutral beam injection into plasmaKhudoleev, A.V. 133

P1.124 Gamma-ray diagnostic projectKiptily, V. 134

P1.125 Modeling of ion-dynamic effects in Stark-broadening theory of hydrogepic emittersGolosnoy, I.O. 135

P1.126 High speed varactor diode switches / attenuators for Pulsed radar and amplitude modulation reflectometryErmak, G.P. 136

P1.127 Singular perturbation method in probe diagnostics of nuclear induced plasmasBecktursunova,R.M.•@137

P1.128 A5-chord VUV spectrometer for impurity studiesGiroud, C. 138 

P1.129 Effect of Coulomb particle collision on electromagnetic wave scattering in plasmaSitenko, A.G. 139

P1.130 Density profile measurements in GDT using diagnostic neutral beamMaximov, V.V. 140 

P1.131 Extension and optimization of lithium beam diagnostic methodsBrandenburg,R.•@ 141 

P1.132 Electron temperature profile measurements with a mix heavy ion beam of Cs+ and Xe+Malaquias, A. 142 

P1.133 Fast multichannel plasma radiation losses measuring systemAlekseyev, A. 143

P1.134 Excitation of H(2p) states in He2+- H collisions at intermediate impact velocitiesBouamoud, M. 144



Tuesday 10th June

Time Title Page 

09.00 - 10.15 PLENARY SESSION

09.00 RL03 Meyer-ter-VehnProspects of inertial confinement fusion•@ 147

09.45 TL05 Callen, J.Evidence and concepts for non local transport 148 

10.15 - 10.45 COFFEE SERVED 

10.45 - 12.00 PLENARY SESSION 

10.45 TL06 Unterberg, B.The influence of plasma edge properties on high 149
 confinement discharges with a radiating plasma 

mantle in TEXTOR-94

11.15 RL04 Taylor, S.Advanced tokamak physics 150

12.00 LUNCH

13.00 - 16.00 POSTER SESSION P2 (134 Posters)

13.00 - 14.20 ORAL SESSION

13.00 Or09 Polman, R.2nd harmonic ECCD experiments in RTP•@ 183

13.20 Or10 Matthews, G.F. ƒÏ* scaling in radiative plasma regimes•@ 317

13.40 Or11 Minardi, S.Dissipative saturation structure and transport effects of self-excited microislands in Tokamaks•@390

14.00 Or12 Popel, S.I.New theory of transition from weak to strong turbulent plasma state•@409

14.30 - 15.50 ORAL SESSION

14.30 Or13 Alejaldre, C.First experimental results in TJ-‡U flexible heliac: Magnetic surface mapping•@219

14.50 Or14 Pegourie. B.Pellet fuelling efficiency as a function of the launching location•@47

15.10 Or15 Wilson, H.R.Ballooning instabilities, poloidal flow and the temperatur pedestal at the tokamak edge•@81

15.30 Or16 Goedbloed, J.P. Transonic MHD flows: Stationary states and spectrum•@ 185

16.00 - 16.30 COFFEE SERVED

16.30 - 18.00 PLENARY SESSION

16.30 TL07 Ghendrih, P.High power ergodic divertor operation of Tore Supra•@ 151

17.00 TL08 Antoni, V.Edge physics in RFP and tokamaks: similarities and differences•@152

17.30 TL08 Zohm, H. Neo-classical MHD in ASDEX-Upgrade and Compass-D•@ 153

18.00 END OF SESSION

Tuesday 10th June -Poster Session 2

Paper No:•@ Title Presenting Author•@ Page

P2.001 Disruptive beta limits for high performance discharges in JT-60UIshida, S. 154

P2.002 Behaviour of the radiation power loss in radiative divertor plasmas of JT-60UTamai, Hiroshi 155 

P2.003 Analysis of transient transport processes on JT-60U tokamakNeudatchin, S.V.•@ 156

P2.004 Suppression of runaway -electrons generation during disruptive discharge - terminations in JT-60UKawano, Y. 157

P2.005 Analysis of JT-60U divertor plasma using "B2 Eirene" codeHatayama, A. 158

P2.006 Behaviour of neutral deuterium and helium atoms in the divertor region of JT-60UKubo, H. 159

P2.007 Heating and current drive experiments with negative-ion-based neutral beam on JT-60UKusama, Y. 160

P2.008 Nonlinear Fokker-Planck analysis of ion temperature in JT-60U hot ion plasmaYamagiwa, M. 161 

P2.009 Statistical study of TCV disruptivity and H-mode accessibilityMartin, Y. 162 

P2.010 Vertical stability and energy confinement of highly elongated plasmas in TCVHofmann, F. 163

P2.011 Confinement optimisation by plasma shaping on TCVMoret, J.-M. 164 

P2.012 Toroidally asymmetric ELM precursor oscillations in the TCV tokamakReimerdes, H.•@ 165 

P2.013 Heating and confinement studies with ECRH in the TCV tokamakPochelon, A. 166

P2.014 Comparison of the CREATE-L plasma response model with experiments on TCVVyas, P. 167 

P2.015 X-Ray measurements of MHD activity in shaped TCV plasmasFurno, I. 168

P2.016 Measurement of the effective plasma ion mass in large tokamaksLister, J.B. 169

P2.017 MHD stability of configurations with distorted toroidal coilsCooper, W. A. 170 

P2.018 Fast edge mode observed during enhanced Dƒ¿ phase in Alcator C-ModHutchinson, I.H.•@ 171 

P2.019 Analysis of ICRF heating on Alcator C-ModTakase, Y. 172 

P2.020 Enhanced Dƒ¿ H-modes on Alcator C-ModSnipes, J.A. 173



P2.021 Reversed shear experiments in Alcator C-Mod with current ramp and ICRF heatingPorkolab, M.•@ 174

P2.022 Measurements of volume recombination in the Alcator C-mod divertorTerry, J.L.•@ 175

P2.023 Study of Balmer spectrum near photo-recombination edge in Alcator C-Mod divertor plasmasTerry, J.L.•@ 176

P2.024 Scrape-off layer plasma pressure balance in Alcator C-mod and Asdex-upgradePitcher, C.S.•@ 177

P2.025 Narrow transport barriers and sharp bifurcations in off-axis heated discharges in RTPde Baar, M.R.•@ 178

P2.026 Disruption studies with active triggering of Thomson scattering in RTPSalzedas, F.•@ 179

P2.027 Pellet disturbed plasmas in the RTP Tokamak as measured by Thomson scatteringde Kloe, J.•@ 180

P2.028 Dynamics of small scale Te and ne-structures; Thomson scattering at RTPBeurkens, M.N.A.•@ 181

P2.029 Magnetohydrodynamic stability analysis of the tokamakBelien, S.•@ 182

P2.030 2nd harmonic ECCD experiments in RTPPolman, R.•@ 183

P2.031 VUV measurements of impurity behaviour on RTPMejer, F.•@ 184

P2.032 Transonic MHD flows: stationary states and spectrumGoedbloed, J.P.•@ 185

P2.033 Ray-tracing near cyclotron resonance using warm plasma dispersionWesterhof, E.•@ 186

P2.034 Current density profiles measured with multi-position tangential Thomson scatteringPijper, F.•@ 187

P2.037 Analysis of electrostatic and magnetic fluctuations on the CASTOR tokamakStockel, J.•@ 188

P2.038 Characteristics of low intensity LHW launched in tokamak CASTORZacek, F.•@ 189

P2.039 Space resolved investigation of low-Z impurity radiation in CASTOR tokamakBadalec, J.•@ 190

P2.040 The plasma behaviour with molecular beam and pellet injection in HL-1MYao, L.H.•@ 191

P2.041 Enhanced confinement in internal and edge regions of HL-1M H-mode PlasmaRan, L.B.•@ 192

P2.042 Suppression of central MHD instabilities and snake perturbations during LHCD in the HL-1M tokamakGuo, G.C.•@ 193

P2.043 The injected impurity confinement and transport during improved confinement discharge induced by lower hybrid current driveChen J.•@ 194

P2.044 The measurement of the boundary plasma flow on the HL-1M tokamakHong, W.Y.•@ 195

P2.045 Laser blow-off experiment and study of impurity transport in HL-1MFeng, X.•@196

P2.046 Instability driven by ion-temperature-gradient and parallel-velocity-shear in plasmas with reversed magnetic shearPeng, X.•@ 197

P2.047 Variation of small scale density fluctuations characteristics in discharges with different confinement in T-10 tokamakVershkov, V.A.•@198

P2.048 Improved core confinement study under fast current ramp up in the LHH experiment at FT-2 tokamakLashkul, S.I.•@ 199

P2.049 Investigation of high frequency plasma oscillations in regimes with m=2,3 instabilities in T-10 tokamakPoznyak, V.I.•@ 200

P2.049 Observation of low frequency quasi-monochromatic fluctuations in T-10 tokamak plasma by O-mode reflectometry and Langmuir probes.Soldatov, S.V.•@ 201

P2.050 Observation of electron heat transport close to the neoclassical one inside a zone with flattened q-profile in experiment on the magnetic plasma compression in tokamakKalmykov, S.G.•@202

P2.051 The effect of plasma boundary on absorption of lower hybrid waves and plasma improved confinement in FT-2 tokamakBudnikov, V.N.•@203 

P2.052 Investigation of plasma turbulence by microwave backscattering techniques in LH-heating experiments on the FT-2 tokamakGusakov, E.Z.•@ 204

P2.053 Investigation of plasma oscillations on resonant magnetic flux surfaces by the correlation reflectometry on FT-2Gusakov, E.Z.•@ 205

P2.054 ƒÀstudies in TUMAN-3M tokamakLebedev, S.V.•@ 206

P2.055 Modelling of the L-H transition on TUMAN 3 tokamak Rozhansky, V.•@ 207

P2.056 Control of edge plasma turbulence via ergodic magnetic limiter in Tokamak TF-2Budaev, V.P.•@ 208

P2.057 Study of dense and cold divertor with H-mode in 

the JFT-2M

Kawashima, H.•@209 P2.058 Measurement of the plasma flow using the asymmetric double probe in JFT-2M tokamakMaeda, M.•@ 210

P2.059 Optimized high-field tokamak

Merezhkin, V.G.•@211 P2.060 Features of motion of particles with 

non-standard orbits in tokamaksKolesni-chenko, Ya.I.•@212 P2.061 Ripple losses of fast particles from reversed magnetic shear plasmasTobita, K.•@ 213



P2.062 Particle behavior after vacuum pumping and gas-feeding termination during the long LHCD discharge in TRIAM-1MSakamoto, M.•@ 214

P2.063 Full AC tokamak discharge in a small research device CSTN-ACTakamura, S.•@ 215

P2.064 Poloidal rotation studies in the TJ-IU torsatronZurro, B.•@ 216

P2.065 Behaviour of superthermal electrons in TJ-IUpgrade Torsatron Rodriguez-Rodrigo, L.•@ 217

P2.066 Atomic beam characterisation of the plasma edge in the TJ-I Up torsatronTabares, F.L.•@ 218

P2.067 First expermental results in TJ-II flexible heliac: magnetic surface mappingAlejaldre, C.•@ 219

P2.068 Fluctuations and turbulent transport in the TJ-IU torsatron Pedrosa, M.A.•@220

P2.069 Diamagnetic drift and finite ion Larmor radius effects on ballooning stability of the TJ-II flexible heliacSanchez, R.•@ 221

P2.070 On energy confinement scaling in stellaratorsQin, J.•@ 222

P2.071 Solving three-dimensional plasma equilibria with a neutral network techniqueMilligen, van P.•@ 223

P2.072 ECRH plasma breakdown studies in stellarators Cappa, A.•@ 224

P2.073 Evaluation of neoclassical transport in stellaratorsNemov, V.V.•@ 225

P2.074 Kinetic global Alfven modes and kinetic flute modes in a stellarator with trapped energetic ionsAndrushchenko Zh.N.•@226 

P2.075 Two problems of the plasma confinement in stellaratorsMikhailov, M.I.•@ 227

P2.076 Few period quasisymmetric stellaratorsIsaev, M.Yu.•@ 228

P2.077 Plasma equilibrium without Pfirsch-Schluter current in conventional stellaratorsPustovitov, V.D.•@229

P2.078 Fast pressure measurements of the local island divertor on the compact helical systemLyon, J.F.•@ 230

P2.079 3D Fokker-Planck simulation of NBI heating efficiency of stellarator plasmaGoloborod'ko, V.Ya.•@ 231

P2.080 Transitions to improved confinement mode in H-1 heliacShats, M.G.•@ 232

P2.081 Fast reconstruction of H-1NF heliac electron density Rodrigo, L.p

rofiles from multi-view far-infrared interferometer signals

Rodrigo, L.P 2.082 Suppression of Pfirsch-Schluter current in the inward-shifted stellarator Plasma on Heliotron EBesshou, S.•@ 234

P2.083 Study of bootstrap current in finite ƒÀHeliotron plasmasWatanabe, K.Y.•@ 235 

P2.084 Plasma confinement analysis for large helical device and modular heliotron reactorYamazaki, K.•@ 236

P2.085 Study of ion cyclotron heating experiment in LHD by code calculationSeki,T.•@ 237

P2.086 Preparative study of simulated magnetic measurements in large helical deviceSakakibara,S.•@ 238

P2.087 Analytical calculations of the rotational transform angles in the Uragan-2M torsatron with different profiles of plasma pressureTyupa,V.I.•@239

P2.088 Introduction and its role of effective toroidal curvature in L=1 torsatronShiina,S.•@ 240

P2.089 A model equation for high-n ballooning and TAE modes in an L = 2 heliotron/torsatron systemNakajima,N.•@241

P2.090 Hydrogen spectroscopy in CHS by the method of collisional-radiative modelGoto, M.•@ 242

P2.091 MHD instability study with soft X-ray detector array system on CHS Heliotron/TorsatronOhdachi,S.•@243

P2.092 Sawtooth oscillations observed in CHS Heliotron/ Torsatron and its interaction with plasma edgeOhdachi,S.•@244

P2.093 Edge plasma control using LID configulation on CHSMasuzaki,S.•@ 254

P2.094 Development of a pulsed radar reflectometer for CHS plasmasEjiri, A.•@ 246

P2.095 Li pellet injection experiments and extension to advanced particle transport diagnostics with tracer-encapsulated pelletSudo, S.•@ 247

P2.096 Analysis of neo-classical double tearing mode Yu,Qingquan•@ 248

P2.097 Extension of lattice Boltzmann techniques to flows with arbitrary Prandtl numberPavlo, P.•@ 249

P2.098 Improved regimes of the tokamak core Sen,S.•@ 250

P2.099 Beta limits against external kink modes in tokamaks taking into account plasma outside separatrixMedvedev, S.•@ 251

P2.100 Integral equation approach to modelling of the observed phenomena of fast nonlocal heat transport in a tokamakKukushkin, A.B.•@252

P2.101 Automodel dynamics of current "coalescence" in a thin current layerVlasov,V.P.•@ 253

P2.102 Subcritical excitation of plasma turbulenceItoh,K.•@ 254 

P2.103 Shear flow effects on resistive ballooning turbulenceGarcia,L.•@ 255

P2.104 Energy limits on runaway electrons in tokamak plasmas Martin-Solis, R.•@ 256

P2.105 Non-linear saturation of ion temperature gradient modesAlvarez, J.D.•@ 257

P2.106 Gyrokinetic particle simulation of small-scale magnetic islands in high temperature tokamak plasmasSydora,R.D.•@258 



P2.107 Large temperature gradient toroidal ƒÅi modes in fluid and kinetic descriptionsJarmen,A.•@ 259 

P2.108 Determination of the fluctuation decorrelation time in discharges with global flowsCarreras,B.A.•@ 260

P2.109 Stability of ideal and resistive modes in cylindrical plasmas with resistive walls and plasma rotationBondeson,A.•@261

P2.110 MHD operational limits for tokamaks with negative central shearBondeson,A.•@ 262

P2.111 Nonlinear stability analysis of external hydromagnetic modes in a tokamakWahlberg,C.•@ 263

P2.112 Relaxation of banana drift orbits towards turbulent equipartitionPersson,H.•@ 264

P2.113 Plasma equilibrium with flow in axisymmetric toroidal magnetic trapsCheremnykh,O.K.•@ 265

P2.114 The numerical simulation of edge plasma in low aspect ratio tokamakChen,Y.P.•@ 266

P2.115 Distribution of divertor plasma fluxes in the "Heliotron E" deviceVoitsenya,V.•@ 267

P2.116 Scrape off layer modelling studies for SSTWarrier, M.•@ 268

P2.117 Theory of ion and impurity transport in edge plasmasWising, F.•@ 269

P2.118 Divertor plasma flows affected by ExB driftsOdblom,A.•@ 270

P2.119 EC current drive in the "radio-window" regime Smolyakova, O.B•@ 271

P2.120 Absorption of upper hybrid pump energy in turbulent plasmaPavlenko,V.N.•@ 272

P2.121 Transport of intensive LHW pulses into the tokamak plasma and accompanying plasma biasingKrlin,L.•@273

P2.122 Co-Counter asymmetry in fast wave heating and current drive and current profile control in NSTXJaeger, E.F.•@ 274

P2.123 Alfen wave current drive in tokamaks with aspect ratio in the range 1.05<R/a<10Cuperman,S.•@ 275

P2.124 A Fokker-Planck code for the electron-cyclotron heating and current drive and electron-cyclotron/lower hybrid current drive synergyShoucri,M.•@276

P2.125 Investigation of transverse oscillating magnetic field •iOMF) current drive in a spherical plasma deviceLuo, Weiyi•@ 277

P2.126 Thermal effects on ec ray tracingKuznetsova, L.K.•@ 278

P2.127 Reconstruction of transport coefficients and ECRH power deposit profile from SXR radiation intensity in tokamakAndreev,V.F.•@279

P2.128 Passive cyclotron current generation with optimized wall structuresKernbichler, W.•@ 280

P2.129 Full Wave-Vlasov analysis of Alfven wave current drive in simulated low aspect ratio tokamaksKomoshvili,K.•@281

P2.130 ICRF heating and current drive in low and high beta tokamaksScharer,J.•@ 282

P2.131 Formation of a false image by the ECE method of Te (r) measurement in ECCD tokamak plasmaSushkov,A.V.283

P2.132 Effect of charge-exchange on X-ray argon spectraLisitsa,V.S.•@ 284

P2.133 Experimental study of polarization of x-ray lines, emitted by the plasma of z-pinch devicesBaronova,E.O.•@285

P2.134 Thermonuclear burning wave initiation due to the Z-pinch MHD instabilityVikhrev,V.V.•@ 286



Wednesday 11th June

Time•@ Title•@ page

09.00 - 10.00 PLENARY SESSION

09.00 TL10 Sykes,A.High beta performance of the START spherical tokamak•@289

09.30 TL11 Pegoraro,F.Magnetic fields from high-intensity laser pulses in plasmas•@290

10.00 - 12.30 POSTER SESSION P3 (129 Posters)

10.15 - 10.45 COFFEE SERVED

10.45 - 12.05 ORAL SESSION

10.45 Or17 Mahdavi,M.A.Recent H-mode density limit experiments on DIII-D•@ 335

11.05 Or18 Redi,M.H.Alpha perticle loss in TFTR deuterium-tritium plasmas with reversed magnetic shear•@324

11.25 Or19 Schilling,G.Experiments with ion Bernstein waves in TFTR•@ 325

11.45 Or20 Pericolo,R.Current drive experiments at high density in the FTU tokamak•@347

12.30 END OF SESSION AND LUNCH

13.30 - 14.00 DEPART FOR EXCURSION

Wednesday 11th June -Poster Session 3

Paper No:•@ Title•@ Presenting Author•@ Page

P3.001 ITER fusion performance predictions Boucher,D.•@ 291

P3.002 Effects of helium ash on the dynamic of ITER-like plasmasKamelander, G.•@ 292

P3.003 An analysis of the H-mode threshold in ITERSnipes,J.A.•@ 293

P3.004 The bootstrap fraction in TFTR, TORE SUPRA, and TEXTORBudny,R.V.•@ 294

P3.005 Studies of neutral beam injection and rotation in ITER plasmasBudny,R.V.•@ 295

P3.006 Simulation of ITER discharge rampdown by injection of impurity pelletKuteev,B.V.•@ 296

P3.007 ITER poloidal field scenario, error fields and correction coilsGribov,Y.•@ 297

P3.008 Results from 2D radiation magnetohydrodynamics calculations of the interaction of ITER disruptive plasma with the slot divertor Wurz,H.•@ 298

P3.009 Runaway generation during disruptions in ITER taking account of particle trappingSchittenhelm, M.•@ 299

P3.010 MHD ballooning stability of ITER equilibriaIgitkhanov,Yu.•@ 300

P3.011 ITER operations space in terms of Te and ne at the plasma edgeJaneschitz,G.•@ 301

P3.012 Modelling of wall pumping, fuelling and associated density behaviour in tokamaksSugihara, M.•@ 302

P3.013 Effect of light impurities on the divertor performance in ITERKukushkin, A.S.•@ 303

P3.014 Kinetic simulation of parallel electron transport in ITER Batishchev, O.V.•@ 304

P3.015 Critical parameters for turbulent transport in the SOL: Mechanism for the L-H transition and its impact on the H-mode power threshold and density limit in ITERChankin,A.V.•@305

P3.016 Particle-in-cell simulations of parasitic absorption of lower hybrid power in ITERPattikangas, T.J.H.•@306

P3.017 Prospects for electron cyclotron current drive stabilization of neoclassical tearing modes in ITERPerkins,F.W.307

P 3.018 ITER 2D X-ray imaging system based on Kumakhov opticsSushkov,A.V,•@ 308

P3.019 On the analysis of time dependent DT neutron spectraBallabio,L.•@ 309

P3.020 New spectrometer for 14 MeV neutron studies of DT PlasmasKallne,J.•@ 310



P3.021 Compact tokamak and stellarator reactorsWootton,A.J.•@ 311

P3.022 Parameter dependence of the operating regime and  performance of D-T tokamak reactors in a current-versus-size diagramVieth,U.•@312

P3.023 On distribution function of fast fusion products in tokamak with elongated plasmaGoloborod'ko, V.Ya.•@313

P3.024 Stability of n=1 internal modes in burning plasmasDetragiache,P.•@ 314

P3.025 Simulations of standard and high-temperature L-mode pulses with a general empirical microinstability based transport modelMarinucci,M.•@315

P3.026 The Alfven drift-wave instability and the scaling of the edge temperature at the L-H transitionPogutse,O.•@316

P3.027 ƒÏ* scaling in radiative plasma regimesMatthews, G.F.•@ 317

P3.028 Multi-machine simulations of divertor pumping and its dependency on target geometry and plasma conditionsLoarte,A.•@318

P3.029 Plasma parameters and detachment in divertor simulators•@ Soboleva, •@ T.K.•@ 319

P3.030 Integrated control of the plasma stability in a tokamak reactorSavrukhin,P.•@ 320

P3.031 Effect of radial electric field shear on tokamak transport: Flow shear and magnetic field scalingBatha,S.H.•@321

P3.032 Scrape-off layer currents for feedback stabilization of MHD modesGoldston,R.J.•@ 322

P3.033 The role of the radial electric field in the formation and loss of transport barriers on the TFTR TokamakSynakowski, E.J.•@323

P3.034 Alpha particle loss in TFTR Deuterium-Tritium plasmas with reversed magnetic shear*Redi,M.H.•@ 324

P3.035 Experiments with ion Bernstein waves in TFTRSchilling,G.•@ 325

P3.036 Analysis of RF sheath interactions in TFTRD'Ippolito, D.A.•@ 326

P3.037 Transport model testing and comparisons using the ITER and DIII-D profile databasesKinsey, J.E.•@ 327

P3.038 Understanding transport through dimensionless parameter scaling experimentsPetty, C.C.•@ 328

P3.039 H-mode threshold power scaling and the •¤B drift effect

Carlstrom, T.N.•@329   P3.040 Improved energy confinement with Neon injection in the DIII-D tokamakStaebler,G.M.•@ 330

P3.041 Core turbulence and transport reduction in DIII-D discharges with weak or negative magnetic shearStaebler, G.M.•@ 331

P3.042 Scaling of ELM and H-mode pedestal characteristics in ITER shape discharges in the DIII-D tokamakOsborne, T.H.•@ 332

P3.043 Comparison of discharges with core transport barriers on DIII-D and JETLuce, T.C.•@ 333

P3.044 Energy and particle transport in the radiative divertor plasmas of DIII-DLeonard, A.W.•@ 334

P3.045 Recent H-mode density limit experiments on DIII-DMahdavi, M.A.•@ 335

P3.046 Impact of edge current density and pressure gradient on the stability of DIII-D high performance dischargesLao, L.L.•@ 336

P3.047 Metastable beta limit in DIII-DLa Haye, R.J.•@ 337 

P3.048 Real time equilibrium reconstruction for control of the discharge in the DIII-D tokamakFerron, J.R.•@ 338

P3.049 Effects of divertor geometry and pumping on plasma performance on DIII-DAllen, S.L.•@ 339

P3.050 Noble gas impurity balance and exhaust model for DIII-D and JETHillis, D.L.•@ 340

P3.051 Model for impurity balance in DIII-D "Puff and pump" experimentsHogan, J.•@ 341

P3.052 Energy balance, radiation and stability during rapid plasma termination via impurity pellet injections on DIII-D Whyte, D.G.•@ 342

P3.053 A study of edge turbulence by phase contrast imaging on DIII-DCoda, S.343•@

P3.054 On the possible role of impurity driven turbulence in the scrape-off-layer in DIII-D double-null dischagesNedospasov, A.•@344

P3.055 UEDGE simulations of detached divertor operation in DIII-D with a chemically sputtered carbon sourcePorter, G.H.•@ 345

P3.056 The importance of the radial electric field on interpretation of motional Stark effect measurements of the q-profile in DIII-D high-performance plasmasRice, B.W.•@ 346

P3.057 Current drive experiments at high density in the FTU tokamakPericoli Ridolfini, V.•@ 347

P3.058 Analysis of shear reversal formation scenarios on FTU by lower hybrid current driveBarbato, E.•@ 348

P3.059 First neutron emission profiles in FTU plasmasEsposito,B.•@ 349 

P3.060 Influx of metal impurities from toroidal and poloidal limiter in FTUApruzzese,G.•@ 350

P3.061 Sawtooth stabilization on the FTU tokamakTudisco,O.•@ 351

P3.062 Improved confinement on FTU sustained by multiple pellet injectionFrigione,D.•@ 352

P3.063 Linear frequency response of reconnecting perturbationsLazzaro,E.•@ 353



P3.064 Runaway electron transport and sheath transmission inferences from edge heat flux measurementsGentle,K.W.•@354

P3.065 Nonlinear evolution of the fishboneCandy, J.•@ 355

P3.066 Evidence for curvature as a source of turbulence in the SOLRowan,W.L.•@ 356

P3.067 Investigation of resistive MHD physics and high harmonic fast wave heating on CDX-U spherical torusChoe,W.•@357

P3.068 Consideration on pellet ablation characteristics and its relation with plasma rotation in the JIPP T-IIU tokamakSato,K.N.•@358

P3.069 Monte Carlo simulations of ripple-trapped beam ions in the presence of a non-uniform radial electric fieldKurki-Suonio, T.•@359

P3.070 Ion orbit loss flux in the presence of a radial electric fieldKiviniemi,T.P.•@ 360 

P3.071 Temporal behaviour of detached divertor plasmasRognlien,T.D.•@ 361

P3.072 Long mean free path modifications of electron heat conductionCatto,P.J.•@ 362

P3.073 On structural stability of impurity radiation frontKrasheninnikov S.I.•@ 363

P3.074 Studies on plasma-gas interactions in powerful high heat flux plasma device NAGDIS-IIEzumi,N.•@ 364

P3.075 Interaction of a plasma beam with neutral hydrogen in the UMIST Linear SystemRandewich,A.•@ 365

P3.076 A model of hydrogen recycling and glow discharge conditioning with graphite wallLarsson,D.•@ 366

P3.077 An efficient Gaussian-beam powered quasi-optical grill for lower hybrid wavesSchettini,G.•@ 367

P3.078 Radiation characteristics of waveguide antennas for ICRF heatingHeikkinen, J.A.•@ 368

P3.079 Nonlinear density profile changes and energy dissipation in Helicon wave plasmasPetrzilka,V.•@ 369

P3.080 Antenna coupling for non-circular plasma Kallback,J.•@ 370

P3.081 Parasitic cyclotron absorption from fusion born alpha particlesHedin,J.•@ 371

P3.082 Self-consistent ray description of electron cyclotron wavesPesic,S.•@ 372

P3.083 Investigation of the 5290 A line in C5+ from radially resolved spectroscopy on the EXTRAP-T2 REPSallander,J.•@373

P3.084 Experiments with externally controlled field errors on Extrap T2Hedin,G.•@ 374

P3.085 1-D neutal, particle and energy transport simulations of RFP plasmasHokin,S.•@ 375

P3.086 Electrostatic fluctuations and edge transport in Extrap T2Moller,A.•@ 376

P3.087 Numerical simulations of induced toroidal rotation in the reversed field pinchSatherblom,H.-E.•@ 377

P3.088 Ion temperature anisotropy and toroidal rotation of impurities in Extrap-T2 RFP plasmaBrzozowski,J.H.•@378 

P3.089 Results from Thomson scattering measurements in the Extrap T2Welander,A.•@ 379

P3.090 Magnetic field fluctuations in turbulent plasmas Zagorodny,A.G.•@ 380

P3.091 Chaotic dynamics and structure formation in the plasma diode with virtual cathodeAnfinogentov,V.•@381

P3.092 New variational approach to the stability of multifluid plasmasIlgisonis,V.I.•@ 382 

P3.093 Nonstationary parametric processes in a relativistic plasmaPavlenko,V.N.•@ 383

P3.094 Bistable upper hybrid solitons Davydova,T.A.•@ 384

P3.095 Cyclotron lasing without inversion: a new subject in the theory of wave-particle interaction.Tokman,M.D.•@385

P3.096 Scattering of electromagnetic waves in the magnetized plasma with upper hybrid pumpPavlenko,V.N.•@ 386

P3.097 Ion distribution over charge states in ECR produced mirror plasma under conditions of quasi-hydrodynamical confinement regimeGolubev,S.V.•@387

P3.098 Self -channelling and cavitation at the propagation of an intense asymmetric laser pulse in a plasma and generation of ultra-high acceleration gradientsGaruchava,D.P.•@388

P3.099 Wave mode conversion due to the linear plasma echo in non-uniform magnetic fieldKasilov,S.V.•@ 389

P3.100 Dissipative saturation structure and transport effects of self-excited microislands in tokamaksMinardi,E.•@390

P3.101 Ponderomotive coupling of lower hybrid waves with low frequency plasma oscillationsLontano,M.•@391

P3.102 Propagation of femtosecond laser pulses in gases and the ionization induced self-guiding effectLontano,M. 392

P3.103 Particles acceleration in plasma by wake field of profield succession of relativistic electron bunchesOnishchenko,I.•@393

P3.104 Modulation instability of high-frequency waves on electron-time scale in beam-plasma system and of electron waves in magnetized plasmaMaslov,V.I.•@394

P3.105 Fragmentation of an electron stream propagating in plasmaKontar,E.•@ 395



P3.106 Control of the chaotic regimes of nonlinear drift waves in a magnetized plasmaPierre,Th.•@ 396

P3.107 Nonlinear condensation of the KAWs spectra and the origin of gyro-Bohm transport in tokamaksVoitenko,Yu.M.•@397

P3.108•eFavorable' gravity and momentum and particle transport due to plasma flow velocity shearCoppi,B.•@ 398

P3.109 Transport over a wide range of relevant parametersCoppi,B. 399

P3.110 Weibel instability in inhomogeneous plasmasCalifano,F.•@ 400 

P3.111 Computer modeling of expanding plasmas with dust particlesChutov, Yu.I.•@ 401

P3.112 Non-linear sheaths with dust particles Chutov,Yu.I.•@ 402

P3.113 Measurement of anomalous transport produced by electrostatic fluctuations in a plasmaChiodini,G.•@403

P3.114 Dependence of the electrostatic fluctuations on a static radial electric fieldChiodini,G.•@ 404

P3.115 Forced magnetic field line reconnection in electron magnetohydrodynamicsPegoraro,F.•@ 405 

P3.116 Finite temperature effects on collisionless magnetic reconnectionGrasso,D.•@ 406

P3.117 Debye shielding in a neutral-beam-heated plasmaWolle,B.•@ 407

P3.118 Covariant description of a plasma in the presence of a gravitational fieldPopel,S.I.•@ 408

P3.119 New theory of transition from weak to strong turbulent plasma statePopel,S.I.•@ 409

P3.120 Radiative transfer in anisotropic, weakly inhomogeneous media with internal sourcesBornatici,M.•@ 410 

P3.121 Magnetic electron drift vortex modes with the ion dynamicsMirza,A.•@ 411

P3.122 Effects of Coulomb collisions on wave propagation in a plasmaVladimirov,S.V.•@ 412

P3.123 Covariant electromagnetic forces in a time-dependent and inhomogeneous plasmaVladimirov,S.V.•@ 413

P3.124 Electrical conductivity of strongly coupled model plasmas Tkachenko,I.M.•@ 414

P3.125 On the Rayleigh-Taylor instability as on the spatial problemAbarzhi,S.I.•@ 415

P3.126 Microfields and fusion rates for dense plasmas Romanovsky,M.•@ 416

P3.127 Generalized kinetic equations for dense plasma and dense hard-sphere gas on the basis of modified group expansionsKobryn, A.E.•@ 417

P3.128 Absorption spectra of dense nonideal plasma: QED approach; spectroscopy of the atom in laser field:Deformation of radiation atomic lines multi-photon processes and Atomic spectra deformation...Glushkov,A.V.•@418

P3.129 Monte-Carlo simulations of strongly coupled plasmasBystrenko, O.•@ 419



Thursday 12th June 

Time•@ Title•@ Page 

09.00 - 10.15 PLENARY SESSION

09.00 RL05 Fujita,THigh performance experiments towards steady- state operation in JT-60U•@423

09.45 TL12 Brakel,R.The role of electron and ion route and magnetic shear in W7-AS confinement•@424

10.15 - 10.45 COFFEE SERVED

10.45 - 12.00 PLENARY SESSION

10.45 TL13 Fasoli,A.Alfven eigenmode experiments in tokamaks and stellarators•@425

11.15 RL06 Garbet,X.Towards a full self-consistent numerical simulation of tokamak plasma•@426

12.00 LUNCH 

13.00 - 14.30 PLENARY SESSION 

13.00 TL14 Lopes- Cardozo, N.Transport barrier at q = 1 in RTP•@ 427

13.30 TL15 Velli, M. Alfven waves in solar corona and solar wind•@ 428

14.00 TL16 Koslowski,R.Characteristics of the q-profile for different confinement modes on TEXTOR-94•@429

14.30 - 18.00 POSTER SESSION P4 (116 Posters & post deadline Posters)

14.30 - 15.50 ORAL SESSION

14.30 Or21 Suttrop,W.•@ Influence of plasma edge pressure gradient limits on H-mode confinement on ASDEX-Upgrade•@449

14.50 Or22 Reinmuller,K.2D PIC-simulation of hot spot formation and of current flow to flat Langmuir probes•@443

15.10 Or23 Ongena,J.Confinement in TEXTOR-94 and TFTR discharges with injection of neon and argon gas•@508

15.30 Or24 Weller,A.Correlation between MHD-activity, energetic particle behaviour•@ 497

16.00 - 16.30 COFFEE SERVED

18.00 END OF SESSION

Thursday 12th June - Poster Session 4

Paper No:•@ Title•@ Presenting Author•@ Page

P4.001•@ Edge profile investigations close to the density limit of various plasma regimes in ASDEX upgradeMertens,V.•@430

P4.002•@ Investigations of tungsten in the central plasma of ASDEX UpgradeAsmussen,K.•@ 431

P4.003•@ Ion dynamics observed by high resolution spectroscopy in the ASDEX upgrade divertor I and ‡UGafert,J.•@432 

P4.004•@ Low-z-impurity transport coefficients at ASDEX upgradede Pena Hempel, S.•@ 433

P4.005•@ Modelling of impurity transport and radiation for ASDEX upgrade dischargesDux,R.•@ 434

P4.006•@ Spectroscopic measurements of the tungsten erosion in the ASDEX upgrade divertor Thoma, A.•@ 435

P4.007•@ Line and recombination emission in the ASDEX Upgrade divertor at high densityNapiontek,B.•@ 436

P4.008•@ Energy deposition at the divertor plates during elmy H-mode and Poloidal and toroidal distribution of heat load on the wall in ASDEX UpgradeHerrmann,A.•@437

P4.009•@ Tungsten production and migration in ASDEX upgrade Krieger, K.•@ 438

P4.010•@ Helium exhaust and transport in ASDEX upgrade and extrapolation to ITERBosch,H.-S.•@ 439

P4.011•@ Hydrogen isotope inventories in the ASDEX upgrade tungsten divertor tilesFranzen, P. 440 

P4.012•@ Transport analysis of the edge plasma in H-mode discharges of ASDEX upgradeBecker,G.•@ 441

P4.013•@ Evolution modelling of ASDEX Upgrade shots with B2-EIRENECoster,D.P. 442 

P4.014•@ 2-D PIC simulation of hot spot formation and of current flow to flat Langmuir ProbesReinmuller,K.•@443

P4.015•@ Impurity concentration as a critical parameter for the Power distribution in a diverted scrape-off layerLaux,M.•@444

P4.016•@ Relation between neutral gas flux density and parameters of the scrape-off layerSchweinzer,J.•@ 445

P4.017•@ Bolometric measurements in the ASDEX upgrade divertor Fuchs, J.C.•@ 446

P4.018•@ Erosion of the main chamber walls of tokamaks by CX-neutralsVerbeek,H.•@ 447

P4.019•@ Numerical study of the impact of divertor closure on detachmentBorrass,K.•@ 448



P4.020•@ Influence of plasma edge pressure gradient limits on H-mode confinement on ASDEX upgradeSuttrop, W. 449 

P4.021•@ Particle transport determined from density modulation experimentsPeeters,A.G.•@ 450

P4.022•@ Radiative cooling and improved confinement in ASDEX upgradeKallenbach,A.•@ 451

P4.023•@ Physics of perturbative transport from sawteeth and ECRH modulation in ASDEX upgradeRyter,F.•@452

P4.024•@ Pellet refuelling from the magnetic high field sideLang,P.T.•@ 453

P4.025•@ Physics properties and scaling of confinement in ASDEX UpgradeVollmer,O.•@ 454

P4.026•@ Broadband reflectometry to investigate fluctuations during ELMs on ASDEX upgradeManso,M.•@ 455

P4.027•@ Continuous tracking of density profile evolution during L-H transition on ASDEX upgrade from microwave reflectometrySerra,F.•@456

P4.028•@ A 2-D code for the analysis of microwave reflectometry measurements in fusion experimentsGrossmann,M.T.•@457 

P4.029 •@ Fast recovery of Ti-profiles from analysis of neutral flux measurementsFahrbach,H.-U.•@ 458

P4.030•@ Characterization of edge turbulence in neutral beam injection and ion cyclotron resonance heated plasmas in ASDEX upgrade Kurzan, B.•@ 459

P4.031•@ Motional Stark effect polatimetry for the determination of the ASDEX Upgrade current density profileWolf, R.C.•@ 460

P4.032•@ Observation of radially propagating high-n/high-m mode cascades during flattening or inversion of central q-profile in ASDEX upgradeGude,A.•@461

P4.033•@ Differential rotational soft X-ray tomography of coupled MHD modesSokoll,M.•@ 462

P4.034•@ Characteristics of type I and type ‡V ELM-precursors in ASDEX UpgradeKass,T.•@ 463

P4.035•@ Observation of TAE-modes in ohmically heated plasmas by drift wave excitationMaraschek,M.•@ 464

P4.036•@ Prediction of Alfvdn eigenmodes in ASDEX upgrade plasmasGunter,S.•@ 465

P4.037•@ Localized ECRH power deposition in ASDEX-upgradeLeuterer,F.•@ 466

P4.038•@ Cross-field transport in magnetized plasmas on small scalesWeinlich, M.•@ 467

P4.039•@ Three-dimensional simulations of two-fluid drift-Braginskii turbulenceZeiler,A.•@ 468

P4.040•@ Numerical study of drift-Alfven turbulence in tokamak edge geometry, with transport, global Alfven wave coupling, and the L-H transition Scott,B.469

P4.041•@ Drift motion in the scrape-off layer during hard disruptions Lengyel, L.L.

•@470 P4.042•@ Transverse expansion and magnetic confinement of Pellet clouds in hot plasmasKristof, G .•@ 471

P4.043•@ Influence of shaping upon tearing modes with locally flattened equilibrium profilesPinches S .D.•@ 472

P4.044•@ Growth rates of resistive ballooning modes m ASDEX upgrade and W7-ASZehrfeld, H.P.•@ 473

P4.045•@ Bolometer measurements and transport simulations of density limit discharges on the W7-AS stellaratorGiannone, L
.•@ 474

P4.046•@ Edge topological signatures in W7-AS:  A comparison of calculations and measurementsHofmann J
.V•@ 475

P4.047•@ Field-reversal related asymmetries in W7-AS island divertor configurationsFeng
,Y.•@ 476 

P4.048•@ Feedback controlled radiative edge cooling experiments in the Wendelstein 7-AS stellaratorGrigull,P
. •@ 477

P4.049•@ Plasma radiation with local impurity injection into a magnetic island of W7-AS stellaratorHildebrandt, D.•@ 478 

P4.050•@ Radiative instabilities in W7-AS plasmas with highly radiating boundariesCastejon,F.•@ 479

P4.051•@ The role of the radial electric field and plasma rotation for the W7-AS stellarator plasma confinement.Baldzuhn
,J.•@ 480

P4.052•@ Study of density turbulence and coherent mode activity in W7-AS by microwave reflectometryFrancs M . •@ 481

P4.053•@ Role of recycling to achieve high nTƒÑE in W7-AS Heinrich
,O.•@ 482

P4.054•@ High-confinement NBI discharges in  W7-AS Stroth,U
.•@ 483

P4.055•@ Dynamic behaviour of the H-mode edge transport barrier in the W7-AS stellaratorHirsch
,M.•@ 484

P4.056•@ The neoclassical "electron-roof" feature in the W7-AS stellaratorMaassberg
,H.•@ 485 

P4.057•@ Investigation of impurity tracer transport in high density plasmas at the stellarator Wendelstein 7-ASBurhenn
,R.•@ 486
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